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I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) 
was assigned to conduct a follow-up investigation, regarding several allegations or questions 
raised in several filings of STEVEN AVER Y's current defense attorney, KATHLEEN 
ZELLNER. 

As a result of those allegations and questions, the following individuals were interviewed: 
• Fay Fritsch (Aurora Medical Center) 
• Ryan Hillegas 
• Scott Bloedorn 
• Kelly Pitzen 
• Thomas Pearce 
• Adriane W alschinski 
• Robert Femal 
• Jolene M. Bain 
• Kerry M. Hoops 
• Joshua Radandt 
• Ashley Meaghers 
• Kenneth Howen 
• Michael Halbach 
• Lisa Fochs 
• Bryan Dassey 
• Scott Tadych 
• Barbara Tadych 
• Bobby Dassey 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Wednesday, 08/30/17, at 1035 hours, I (Special Investigator JOHN DEDERING of the 
CALUMET COUNTY SHERlFF'S DEPARTMENT) interviewed FAYE FRJTSCH at an 
address located in Green Bay, Wisconsin, reference to the swabs collected during the execution 
of a DNA Search Warrant that occurred at AURORA MEDICAL CENTER located at 5000 
Memorial Drive, Two Rivers, Wisconsin, 54241. FRlTSCH identified herself via her Wisconsin 
Driver License. 

The purpose of my interview with FRlTSCH was to determine what FRlTSCH could recall 
regarding swabs that were taken from STEVEN AVERY during the DNA Search Warrant 
executed in 2005. I offered FRITSCH the opportunity to review the portion of the WISCONSIN 
DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS report and she stated she would like to 
withhold from reviewing the report until after she had answered my questions. 

FRITSCH recalled STEVEN AVERY as being "dirty" and "unkempt" with "car stuff' on him. 
FRITSCH recalled STEVEN having a large deep cut on one of his fingers. FRlTSCH indicated 
that she did not recall being briefed as to what swabs to take and relied on her training as a 
SANE Nurse to swab areas on the body where saliva may be present. 

FRITSCH stated after she obtained the groin swabs, she was told not to collect those swabs. 
FRlTSCH advised that she did not recall who told her this, but indicated it was one of the two 
officers that were in the examination room at the time. It should be noted, the officers present in 
the room during the examination of STEVEN A VERY were Lt. MARK WIEGERT of the 
CALUMET COUNTY SHERlFF'S DEPARTMENT and TOM FASSBENGER (retired). 

FRlTSCH stated she deposited the groin swab into a sharps container. FRlTSCH stated she did 
not wish to leave the unsealed examination kit out of her physical sight and indicated that was 
the only secure place she could think of to deposit the groin swabs. FRlTSCH stated she did not 
wish to place the swabs in the trash, due to the fact that anyone would have had access to them. 

FRlTSCH advised that Dr. LAURA VOGEL-SCHWARTZ had scribed for her during the 
examination and DNA Search Warrant. 

I asked FRITSCH, specifically, whether she had given the groin swabs of STEVEN AVERY to 
either Lt. MARK WIEGERT or TOM FASSBENDER. FRlTSCH stated she did not tum the 
groin swabs over to either Lt. WIEGERT or F ASSBENDER. FRlTSCH indicated that all swabs 
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in an examination kit need to be accounted for. FRITSCH indicated that had she been doing the 
scribing, she would have noted the reason for the groin swabs being missing. 

FRITSCH stated that when the examination was complete, she sealed the SANE kit and turne d it 
over to one of the officers, whom she believed was TOM F ASSBENDER. 

At 1055 hours, FRITSCH reviewed the WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATIONS report and stated that the report was fair and accurate. 

I further questioned FRITSCH about the sharps container. FRITSCH stated the sharps 
containers come in two pieces that snap together in a fashion where they cannot be taken apart. 
FRITSCH stated once they are assembled, the container goes into a locked cabinet. FRITSCH 
stated in a normal course of business, a key for the locked sharps container would need to be 
retrieved from the housekeeping staff. FRITSCH indicated the locked cabinet is attached to the 
wall. FRITSCH stated she would have noticed any damage to the locked cabinet or the sharps 
container if it had been tampered with. 

I, specifically, asked FRITSCH if Lt. MARK WIEGERT or TOM FASSBENDER asked her to 
tum over the groin swabs to them and she stated that did not occur. 

At 1115 hours, my interview with FRITSCH concluded. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriff's Dept. 
JD/ab 
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TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Attempt to Contact Sherman Williams-Milwaukee Journal 
Sentinel 

DATE OF ACTIVITY: 08/16/17 

REPORTING OFFICER: Special Inv. John Dedering 

On Wednesday, 08/16/17 at 1540 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUME T 
COUNTY SHERIFF' S DEPARTMENT) attempted to contact SHERMAN WILLIAMS from 
the MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL Photo Department at phone number 414-224-23 1 8 . 
The purpose of my contact was to attempt to determine who may have taken the photograph 
depicting STEVEN A VERY and BRENDAN DAS SEY at their cabin in Crivitz, Wisconsin, 
which had been printed in the MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL. 

I left a voicemail message with WILLIAMS to contact me. 

Subsequent phone calls were placed to WILLIAMS on Tuesday, 08/22/17 at 0845 hours and 
1110 hours, on Wednesday, 08/23/17 at 0830 hours and Tuesday, 09/19/17 at 0810 hours. 
During each of these attempts to make contact with WILLIAMS, a voicemail message was left 
for WILLIAMS to contact me. 

As of 09/19/1 7, I had not received a returned phone call from WILLIAMS. 

On Tuesday, 09/19/17 at 1700 hours, I received a telephone call from a member of the 
MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL staff. I was advised that JEFF PHELPS (ph) took the 
photograph at the AVERY cabin in Crivitz, which was printed in the MILWAUKEE JOURNAL 
SENTINEL. Staff advised that PHELPS no longer works for the newspaper, but is still in the 
metro Milwaukee area. Staff advised that the photograph was taken on 11/05/05, but was 
published at a later date. Staff also advised that TOM KERTSCHER was the reporter on the 
story. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Tuesday, 08/22/17 at 1145 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF' S DEPARTMENT) received a telephone call from RYAN HILLEGAS in 
response to a voicemail I had left him. The purpose of my call to RY AN was to determine if he 
had any knowledge regarding TERESA HALBACH losing the ignition key for her RAV 4 or 
damage caused to the left front directional assembly on TERESA's RA V4. 

RYAN indicated he could not provide me with any details regarding either of these questions. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Wednesday, 08/23/17 at 0925 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) made phone contact with SCOTT BLOEDORN. 

I questioned SCOTT specifically regarding whether he had any knowledge of TERESA 
HALBACH losing the ignition key for her RAV 4 or any damage caused to the left front area of 
TERESA' s vehicle. 

SCOTT could not recall any damage that was done to the left front area of TERESA's vehicle 
and could not recall TERESA losing the ignition key. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Tuesday, 09/05/17, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY 
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) attempted to contact the following individuals for information 
regarding the key for the RAV 4 that was owned by TERESA HALBACH, as well as informat ion 
about the left front directional assembly on TERESA's vehicle: 

• ANDREA VANDEWALLE (ph) (message was left for her to contact me) 

• KERRY M. HOOPS (message was left for her to contact me) 

• JOLENE M. BAIN (message was left for her to contact me) 

• BEN MAYER (ph) (message was left for him to contact me) 

At 1755 hours, I was contacted by phone by JOLENE M. BAIN. JOLENE indicated she does 
not recall anything about damage involving the left front directional on TERESA's vehicle or the 
key fob. JOLENE indicated she had an intermittent friendship with TERESA. 

On Wednesday, 09/06/17 at 1933 hours, I received a call from KERRY HOOPS. KERRY 
indicated she had no knowledge of any damage to TERESA's vehicle or the key with the remote. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Thursday, 09/07/17 at 1035 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING ofthe CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) made phone contact with THOMAS E. PEARCE, 
DOB I 0/05/48, regarding this matter. I specifically asked PEARCE about any damage to the left 
front area of TERESA HALBACH's RA V4 and whether he could recall TERESA having a key 
that would remotely unlock the doors to the RAV 4. 

THOMAS indicated he does not believe he and TERESA ever discussed the broken or missing 
directional. THOMAS indicated he did not recall anything about the key fob, other than it was 
on a long cord. THOMAS thought that the key was on the long cord for as long as TERESA 
owned the vehicle. 

I asked THOMAS who he was referring to in his Affidavit when he mentioned the fact that 
TERESA had been in an abusive relationship in college. THOMAS indicated that he was not 
sure, but thought perhaps RY AN HILLEGAS was the individual mentioned in the Affidavit. 
THOMAS stated TERESA had once made reference to the fact that RYAN had been abusive, 
but he could not tell me whether TERESA had made reference to the fact that RY AN had been 
physically abusive. 

THOMAS went on to indicate that one ofTERESA's girlfriends had gotten married and the 
girlfriend wanted TERESA to do the photography for her wedding. THOMAS stated TERESA 
advised him that she did not want to do the photography for the wedding because of the fact that 
RYAN HILLEGAS was standing up in the wedding. THOMAS stated he subsequently did the 
photo shoot for the wedding instead of TERESA. 

On 09/22/17, I subsequently met with THOMAS at his residence to ask some follow-up 
questions. I arrived at the PEARCE residence at 0941 hours. I recognized THOMAS from 
previous contacts with him in 2005. 

I first had THOMAS review the Affidavit, which he had provided to JAMES KIRBY. 
THOMAS indicated that the Affidavit I had provided to him was the same Affidavit he had 
sworn to on 04/21/17. THOMAS indicated that a notary was with JAMES KIRBY at the time 
THOMAS signed the Affidavit. 

THOMAS went on to indicate that TERESA would sometimes get phone calls, which TERESA 
would find disturbing. THOMAS stated he suspected RYAN as being the source of the call, 
however, he could not confirm this. THOMAS stated, at one point, TERESA stated RYAN was 
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abusive. THOMAS stated he did not know if the abuse that TERESA spoke about was physical 
or verbal. 

THOMAS stated that one time two ofTERESA' s friends were getting married and RYAN 
HILLEGAS was going to be in the wedding party. THOMAS indicated TERESA stated she did 
not want to do the photography for the wedding due to the fact that RYAN was going to be in the 
wedding party. THOMAS recalled that he did the photo shoot for the wedding and that there 
was drug use "marijuana smoking" during the time the photo shoot took place. 

THOMAS stated he never saw any signs of injury or bruising on TERESA during the time he 
knew her. THOMAS then indicated that TERESA had made comments about an ex-boyfriend 
and THOMAS thought this could have been RYAN HILLEGAS. THOMAS indicated TERESA 
never mentioned RY AN by name. 

THOMAS stated there was another young lady, AERIAL COOK (ph), who worked at PEARCE 
PHOTOGRAPHY during the same time TERESA was employed. THOMAS stated AERlAL 
had befriended TERESA during their employment at PEARCE PHOTOGRAPHY. 

THOMAS indicated that he speaks with AERlAL quite frequently, but he does not know where 
she resides. THOMAS stated AERlAL was in the Air Force, married another Air Force person 
and is living out of state. THOMAS stated AERlAL and her husband are "out west somewhere" 
at a large Air Force base. THOMAS stated AERlAL's brother and sisters had come into his 
business for senior photographs and that he is close with AERIAL's family. 

I asked THOMAS ifhe recalled mentioning an abusive boyfriend ofTERESA's to Inv. MARK 
WIEGERT or myself at the time that we interviewed him in November, 2005. THOMAS stated 
he did not recall mentioning the abusive boyfriend at that time. 

THOMAS indicated that he wondered about an emergency kit he gave TERESA as a Christmas 
gift. THOMAS indicated it was a large plastic kit with a reflective triangle on the side. 
THOMAS stated the triangle lights up and is reflective and that there were jumper cables and 
other items in the kit that would be useful if a vehicle broke down. THOMAS stated TERESA 
always kept the kit in the back of her vehicle and he had no idea where it went. 

THOMAS indicated TERESA told him that she was going to leave AUTO TRADER right 
around Halloween and that TERESA told her AUTO TRADER clients about this. THOMAS 
stated this was approximately two to three weeks before TERESA went missing. 

Toward the end of my contact with THOMAS, he disclosed that he had been diagnosed "about 
one month ago" with Alzheimer's disease. THOMAS stated his father died at age 50 from the 
disease. THOMAS stated he had been noticing episodes of confusion for some time and 
attributed it to the stress that he was under due to his wife having an aneurism and a stroke. 
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THOMAS then went onto indicate that his wife's health issues were not recent and stated he 
thought that perhaps her health issues had taken place while TERESA was still alive. 

THOMAS indicated that he and his wife spent a considerable amount of time at UW-Madison 
Hospital during this period, but could not recall the date or year when his wife's illness had t aken 
place. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Thursday, 09/07/17 at 1735 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF' S DEPARTMENT) received a phone call from ADRIANE M. 
WALSCHINSKI, concerning the questions in regards to TERESA HALBACH' s vehicle. 

ADRIANE indicated that she had spoken with KERRY HOOPS and believed that I would 
probably be contacting her. ADRIANE indicated that she does not recall having any 
conversation concerning damage to TERESA HALBACH's vehicle. ADRIANE also did not 
know whether TERESA may have lost the key that held the remote auto lock. 

ADRIANE indicated that she recalled TERESA having her keys on a lanyard, which she 
described as possibly being black in color, but was unsure of the color. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriff's Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Thursday, 09/14/17 at 1915 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) made phone contact with KELLY PITZEN. 

I asked KELLY questions regarding the damage to the left front area of TERESA HALBACH 's 
vehicle and whether she knew anything about TERESA HALBACH' s keys. 

KELLY indicated that during the summer before TERESA died, TERESA only had a key that 
opened her doors and not a remote. KELLY indicated she could not be certain whether 
TERESA may have located or replaced the key that opened the doors remotely, but KELLY w as 
certain that TERESA did not have one during the summer of 2005. 

KELLY stated that when she last saw TERESA in possession of her car keys, TERESA had not 
replaced the key fob with a remote door opener. KELLY indicated that this was in either July or 
August, 2005. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Wednesday, 09/20/17 at 1611 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) met with KELLY PITZEN at MOHNEN'S FAMIL y 
RESTAURANT located at W5669 CTH KK, Appleton, Wisconsin. 

KELLY identified herself by her Wisconsin driver license. 

KELLY, once again, stated that during July or August, 2005 she was aware of the fact that 
TERESA HALBACH only had a key to open and start her car, and that there was no remote door 
opener on this key. KELLY stated she and TERESA had gone on a "road trip" in either July or 
August, 2005 and KELLY had the opportunity to drive TERESA's car. KELLY stated she 
recalled having to physically unlock the doors with a key and that same key would start the car. 

KELLY stated she did not recall any damage to the left front ofTERESA's RA V4, but indicated 
that to the best of her recollection the left directional signal was functional on TERESA's RAV 4 
when KELLY drove it. 

I showed KELLY a photograph, Exhibit 191, depicting the front of TERESA's RA V4. KELLY 
advised that she did not remember the damage to the left front area of TERESA' s vehicle. 

I showed KELLY a photograph, Exhibit 285, depicting only the lanyard and a photograph, 
Exhibit 219, depicting the key and a short piece of lanyard. KELLY stated she did not recognize 
the lanyard, but stated that the key depicted in the photograph was "very similar" to the key that 
KELLY recalled TERESA having. KELLY could not definitively say that this was the same 
key. 

KELLY indicated that while on their "road trip" they were camping and at one point TERESA 
lost the only key she had for her RA V4. KELLY indicated the key was subsequently located in 
the tent and KELLY made a lanyard out of duct tape that they attached to the key as a joke. 
KELLY explained that the key without the remote door lock feature was the only key she ever 
saw TERESA with. 

KELLY indicated she last saw TERESA on the weekend of 10/28/05. KELLY stated she and 
TERESA were in the Stockbridge area on either Friday or Saturday night and had driven 
separately. 

KELLY also indicated TERESA once told her that some of the customers for AUTO TRADER 
magazine that TERESA dealt with "creeped her out." 
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KELLY indicated she believed she had photographs of the "road trip" that took place in either 
July or August, 2005. KELLY indicated that she would attempt to locate these photographs and 
then contact me. 

My interview with KELLY concluded at 1645 hours. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Thursday, 09/21/17 at 0626 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) received a message from KELLY PITZEN. 

KELLY indicated she had located two pictures of TERESA's vehicle. KELLY indicated the 
"road trip" took place on 08/13/05 through 08/16/05. KELLY stated she was certain of this 
because she and TERESA had journaled their "road trip" and KELLY had located the journal. 

KELLY subsequently emailed me copies of two photographs that contained TERESA's RAV 4 , 
as well as a page of the journal dated 08/14/05. 

Copies of the photographs, as well as the journal entry will be included with this report. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Thursday, 09/21/17 at 0940 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF' S DEPARTMENT) interviewed ROBERT FEMAL, a body shop estimator 
at KOLOSSO TOYOTA located at 3000 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Appleton, Wisconsin. 

I showed FEMAL photographs of the left front directional assembly (front and back view), as 
well as the front view of TERESA HALBACH's 1999 RA V4 showing the missing directional 
assembly. 

I asked FEMAL how one would go about removing the light assembly. FEMAL stated there is a 
tab on the gray rectangular piece that would need to be moved and the bulb assembly holder 
would need to be rotated 90 degrees (one-quarter tum) in order to remove the assembly. 
FEMAL stated there is one screw that holds the assembly into the lower body work. FEMAL 
stated this screw is on the inboard side and the outboard side of the assembly merely slides into 
the lower body work. I asked FEMAL if it was unlikely that this directional assembly would 
have come out in the manner it was represented in the photographs as a result of a collision and 
he stated it was unlikely that the assembly would have come out during a collision. 

FEMAL could not give me any information as to the cost of replacement for this assembly in 
2005, but stated the current cost ofreplacement with original equipment and parts would be 
$159.58 plus 0.1 labor. FEMAL further stated a "recycled" assembly would cost approximately 
$60.00, plus a $25.00 fee . 

I asked FEMAL ifhe could give any opinion as to what the left front ofTERESA's RA V4 may 
have impacted and he indicated he could not state what the vehicle may have struck. FEMAL 
indicated that it would not take much of an impact to cause the damage to the bumper that is 
depicted in the photograph showing the front view of TERESA's RA V4. 

A screen shot of light assembly schematic for a 1999 Toyota RAV 4 is included with this report. 

My interview with FEMAL concluded at 1110 hours. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On 09/29/17 at 1020 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY 
SHERIFF' S DEPARTMENT) placed a telephone call to KOLOSSO TOYOTA located at 3000 
W. Wisconsin A venue, Appleton, Wisconsin. The purpose of my telephone call was to 
determine whether TERESA HALBACH's RA V4 came equipped with keyless entry. 

I spoke with ANGIE KOLOSSO, who is the body shop manager at KOLOSSO TOY OT A. I 
provided ANGIE with the VIN for TERESA's RA V4 and, after a few seconds, ANGIE indicated 
that the RA V4 did, in fact, come with a keyless entry. ANGIE emailed me a copy of the "Build 
Sheet," which copy can be found incorporated with this report. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriff's Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Wednesday, 10/04/17 at 1355 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) along with Special Prosecutor MARK WILLIAMS 
interviewed JOSHUA RADANDT in a conference room at his attorney, PATRICK DEWANE's, 
office located at 802 Washington Street, Manitowoc, Wisconsin. 

RADANDT's attorney was present during the interview. RADANDT indicated that he had been 
interviewed by a private detective and provided that detective with an affidavit over one year 
ago. RADANDT stated this was done sometime during the summer. RADANDT indicated that 
the private investigator seemed "pushy." 

Special Prosecutor WILLIAMS and I questioned RADANDT about the fire that he saw on the 
AVERY property on 10/31/05. RADANDT stated he was coming from his gravel pit and going 
toward his hunting property when he saw a "glow" out of the corner of his eye. RADANDT 
stated he did not look at this glow for a long period of time and it seemed to him to be far away. 
RADANDT indicated the glow looked to be on the AVERY property and he assumed, from its 
size, that is was a 55 gallon drum. RADANDT stated, at some point later on, law enforcement 
came to him and stated the fire was not what he thought. 

I provided RADANDT with an overhead view of the area, which included the gravel pit on his 
property and the A VERY property, and asked him to place an "X" on the map for the 
approximate position where he would have been when he saw the glow or fire. RADANDT 
oriented the map indicating that north was at the top of the map. RADANDT stated the fire was 
300 to 400 yards away from his location when he observed it. RADANDT stated the fire was 
not spread out and the flames were not extremely high. RADANDT, again, indicated he 
assumed the fire was coming from a 55 gallon drum. 

RADANDT stated less than one week later, individuals, who he believed to be agents with 
WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, showed up to re-interview him. RADANDT 
indicated the agents told him they believed that TERESA HALBACH's vehicle had come west 
through a field and through the Kuss Road cul-de-sac. RADANDT indicated he took this as a 
theory and not as a fact. RADANDT stated there was no access to the A VERY property other 
than the Kuss Road cul-de-sac area. 

RADANDT also indicated he thought he might have mentioned tracking dogs and not the agents. 
RADANDT stated, at one point, it seemed to him that the agents wanted him to change his story 
about the fire. RADANDT stated he does not recall anyone saying that TERESA HALBACH's 
vehicle was on the RADANDT property before this all came out in the media. 
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RADANDT was asked about the lights that he mentioned in the Manitowoc County pit. 
RADANDT stated they were large search lights. 
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RADANDT was asked about the pelvic bones. RADANDT stated Attorney KA THRLEEN 
ZELLNER's team or the media mentioned the pelvic bones. RADANDT stated he never was 
made aware of any pelvis bones by law enforcement. 

RADANDT indicated that he went over his affidavit "line by line" with his attorney PATRICK 
DEW ANE, prior to signing it. 

The interview with RADANDT concluded at 1421 hours. A copy of aerial map showing the 
RADANDT gravel pit and the A very property is included with this report. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Thursday, 10/12/17 at 1115 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) met with ASHLEY M. MEAGHERS at her residence 
of 4402 N. CTH J, Cato, Wisconsin, phone number 920-374-0173. The purpose of my 
conversation with ASHLEY was to determine whether she could recall the last name of 
BRENDAN DASSEY' s girlfriend, EMILY. ASHLEY advised that she had never really had a 
lot of contact with BRENDAN, as she was in middle school while he was in high school. 
ASHLEY indicated she and BRENDAN are related through marriage. 

ASHLEY stated she never met BRENDAN's girlfriend, EMILY, and could not be sure ifhe 
ever, in fact, had a girlfriend at all. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On 10/12/17 at 1956 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY 
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) made phone contact with KENNETH HOWEN, 300 Peachtree 
Street NE, Apt. 9H, Atlanta, Georgia, 30308, phone number 520-582-5547. 

KENNETH indicated he had known TERESA HALBACH since they were in high school. 
KENNETH stated he met TERESA at a Trees For Tomorrow camp. KENNETH stated he and 
TERESA were not in contact after this, but became close while they attended college. 
KENNETH stated he and TERESA were in quite a bit of the same programs at college. 

KENNETH stated, upon graduation, he and TERESA stayed in contact for approximately three 
years until he left for the Peace Corps in February, 2005 . KENNETH indicated that, during this 
time, they were neighbors in the same apartment complex. 

KENNETH stated, prior to his leaving for the Peace Corps, he had resided with TERESA for 
approximately six months. KENNETH stated he had moved into the house next to TERESA's 
parents. 

KENNETH stated, during the time he knew TERESA, she never mentioned anything about an 
abusive relationship. KENNETH advised that TERESA knew everything about him and he 
believed that he knew almost everything about her. KENNETH described them to be very good 
friends and were very close, but were not romantically involved. 

KENNETH indicated he met RY AN HILLEGAS three to four times and thought he was "fine." 
KENNETH described RYAN as "one of her earliest boyfriends." KENNETH advised that 
TERESA had never said anything negative about RYAN. 

KENNETH advised that he could not say one way or the other if TERESA possessed a key for 
her RAV 4 that remotely unlocked her doors. KENNETH stated he did not believe he had ever 
driven TERESA's RA V4. 

I asked KENNETH about the left front directional assembly that was broken on TERESA's 
RA V4. KENNETH indicated, as far as he could remember, there was nothing wrong with her 
vehicle the last time he saw it. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On 10/13/17 at 1420 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY 
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) received a phone call from MICHAEL HALBACH. MICHAEL 
advised that he was not able to find the video depicting the damage to the left front directional 
light on TERESA HALBACH's RA V4. 

MICHAEL stated he has been through several computers since the time he believed he 
videotaped the vehicle, and has one or two more places to search. 

MICHAEL advised that he did not have independent recollection as to whether the damage to 
TERESA' s RAV 4 existed and was hoping the video would display that. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Thursday, 10/1917 at 1951 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF' S DEPARTMENT) received a voicemail message on my work cell phone. 
The message indicated that an anonymous male caller was calling on behalf of WILMER 
SIEBERT. The male caller stated that he was calling to advise that WILMER SIEBERT 
requested I no longer call his house phone or stop at his residence. This phone call came in as a 
"restricted" phone number. 

It should be noted, I attempted to contact WILMER in person and by telephone on 10/11/17 and 
10/12/17, in an effort to speak with him about an affidavit he had sworn to. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Monday, 10/23/17 at 1700 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) interviewed RYAN HILLEGAS at the MUDCREEK 
CAFE located in Stockbridge, Wisconsin. RY AN identified himself to me by his Wisconsin 
driver license. 

RY AN indicated that he had reviewed the cellular telephone records that had been provided to 
him. RY AN indicated that this did not help him at all with regards to establishing a timeline for 
his whereabouts during the week of 10/31/05 through 11/05/05. RYAN indicated too much time 
had passed for him to review the telephone records and recall with any certainty his whereabouts. 

I asked RYAN ifhe had been searching for TERESA HALBACH on Saturday, 11/05/05, and, if 
so, where he had been searching. RYAN indicated he and SCOTT BLOEDORN were at 
TERESA's house on 11/05/05 handing out assignments as to who should search what road or 
areas. RY AN indicated PAM STURM had arrived late. RY AN sated PAM specifically 
requested to search the A VERY property, along with her daughter. 

RY AN indicated that he may have gone out on a search later in the afternoon, but he is unsure 
about that and was unsure where he may have searched. RY AN stated he was unsure as to when 
he learned that TERESA's vehicle was located on the AVERY property. 

I asked RY AN if he recalled being on the A VERY property during the time law enforcement 
was restricting access to the property, due to the ongoing search of the property. RYAN stated 
he recalled being on one of the search teams on 11/07/05 that was searching across the road from 
the AVERY property. I believe RYAN was referring to the area across from HWY 147. 

RY AN stated he and SCOTT BLOEDORN were brought into the restricted area and were 
escorted to the command center that was established onsite. RY AN stated they presented and 
showed maps of the areas that were searched to law enforcement officials. RY AN stated he and 
SCOTT were in the area where the active searching was taking place by law enforcement for 
approximately 15 minutes. RYAN stated he was always with law enforcement during the time 
he was within the perimeter established by law enforcement on the A VERY compound. RY AN 
stated he was not allowed to roam the area freely. RYAN stated he was not exactly sure what 
had taken place on which day. RY AN stated he may have actually been searching across the 
road on 11/07 /05 or 11/08/05 and was unsure which day. 

I asked RYAN about the damage to the left front directional assembly ofTERESA' s RA V4. 
RY AN indicated he could not recall who he had spoken with or where he had gotten the 
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information he relayed to Special Agent TOM F ASSBENDER in 2005 , regarding the damage 
and the insurance claim. RY AN stated it was unknown to him who told him about the dama ge 
or the claim. I then displayed photographs of the damaged area and the damaged directional to 
him, but the photographs did not jog his memory. 

I asked RYAN if he had ever knowingly identified himself to anyone in law enforcement as 
RYAN KILGUS. RYAN stated he had never done that, but it is common for people to hear t he 
name "HILLEGAS" and interpret that as "KILGUS." RYAN stated, while there are not many 
HILLEGAS ' in the area, there are lots of KILGUS ' . 

It should be noted, in WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS 
(DCI) 05-1776/139, Special Agent TOM FASSBENDER refers to a "RYAN KILGUS," but 
indicated he reaches KILGUS at the correct phone number for "RYAN HILLEGAS." Special 
Agent F ASSBENDER later makes corrections properly identifying HILLEGAS in DCI report 
05-1776/160. 

I informed RY AN that a motion was filed by Attorney ZELLNER, which referenced him having 
scratches on his hand. I asked RY AN if he could recall having scratches on his hands during the 
time TERESA went missing. RY AN explained to me that what people were interpreting as 
scratches on his hand on some videos that he was seen on, are actually writings that he had on his 
hand. RYAN stated he observed the video where he had writing on his left hand and then a 
video shown the following day showed that the writing was gone. 

RYAN stated he dated TERESA approximately five years with that being divided by three and 
one-half years in high school and approximately one and one-half years in college. 

RY AN stated the reason for the breakup was distance. RYAN stated he was enjoying himself in 
Stevens Point and was not always willing to make the trip to the Green Bay or Hilbert area and 
TERESA had established herself in the Green Bay and likewise was not always willing to make 
the trip to Stevens Point. RYAN stated he and TERESA remained close friends even after 
terminating their dating relationship. RYAN stated TERESA never mentioned any sort of 
abusive relationship to him. 

RY AN stated he never lived in the home where TERESA and SCOTT BLOEDORN lived. 
RY AN stated he stayed at the residence for several days with SCOTT after TERESA 
disappeared. 

My interview with RY AN terminated at 1800 hours. Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On 10/24/17 at 2030 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY 
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) received a call from LISA FOCHS, in response to a voicemail I 
had left for her. 

LISA stated she was close to TERESA HALBACH during high school, but they drifted apart 
during college. LISA stated they began to renew their friendship approximately one year bef ore 
TERESA's death. LISA stated she had no other information to share with me regarding any 
damage to TERESA's RA V4 or the key fob. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Friday, 11/03/17 at 0959 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT), along with Sgt. Inv. ERIC VOLAND of the 
CALUMET COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, interviewed BRYAN J. DASSEY, DOB 
07/15/85, at his residence of 1516 Crystal Spring Road, Two Rivers, Wisconsin, 54241. 
BRYAN's current phone number is 920-973-2125. 

BRYAN was initially reluctant to be interviewed concerning this matter and indicated he was not 
much of a witness and really had nothing to offer. BRYAN ultimately agreed to let us speak 
with him for approximately ten minutes. 

BRYAN started out the interview by stating that he had never trusted law enforcement and was 
in fear of law enforcement even while we were seated at his dining room table. BRYAN stated, 
while he has no criminal record, this was just something he could not get past. BRYAN stated 
he had a lot of exposure to dishonest law enforcement in the past. 

I questioned BRYAN regarding his affidavit, which is incorporated with this report. I asked 
BRYAN to review the affidavit to ensure that it was accurate. BRYAN stated that he, in fact, 
had reviewed the affidavit before signing it. BRYAN stated the signing was done with a notary 
at WELLS FARGO BANK in Two Rivers. I asked BRYAN if the individuals he talked with 
concerning the affidavit seemed pushy and overbearing to him and he indicated they were not. I 
asked BRYAN if the individuals had attempted to put words in his mouth and he indicated they 
had not. 

I asked BRYAN about the statement of "on or about 11/04/05" and he indicated that he meant he 
recalled BOBBY telling him concerning seeing TERESA HALBACH driving away from the 
A VERY property sometime during the week of 10/31/05 through 11 /06/05. 

I asked BRYAN to describe his normal day and specifically if he had any recollections of 
10/31/05. BRYAN indicated he normally left for work at approximately 0600 hours and then 
would come back to his mother's trailer to shower, change clothes and then leave for his 
girlfriend's residence. BRYAN stated he was not home on 10/31/05, other than waking up, 
leaving for work and returning to clean up after work. BRYAN stated he had no other memory 
of 10/31/05. 

BRYAN indicated he has basically been on his own since he was approximately 17 and one-half 
years old. BRYAN indicated the reason he did not spend any time around his mother's, 
BARBARA JANDA, residence was that he could not stand SCOTT TADYCH and was not 
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happy with his mother's conduct of still being married while being involved with SCOTT. 
BRYAN stated he spent enough time at his mother's residence to clean up and then leave on the 
majority of the days. 

I asked BRYAN if he could remember what day the deer carcass was placed in the DAS SEY 
garage and he indicated he could not remember. 

I asked BRYAN about the statement concerning BOBBY DASSEY indicating he had seen 
TERESA leave the AVERY property. BRYAN stated he could not remember where the 
conversation took place and further indicated that he could not recall if it was in person or over 
the phone. BRYAN indicated it was sometime within the week of 11/04/05. I asked BRYAN if 
the conversation took place before or after TERESA's car was found and he indicated that he 
was unsure about that. I asked BRYAN if BOBBY could have possibly said that he left and not 
TERESA. BRYAN indicated he was sure BOBBY said he saw TERESA leave. 

I, again, asked BRYAN if he had any recollection of when and where this conversation took 
place and he indicated he was not at all sure. BRYAN stated he remember "bits and pieces." At 
one point during the conversation, BRYAN made the statement that if "he did it he should stay in 
prison and if not, someone is still out there who needs to answer for this." 

I asked BRYAN how long he would stay at his mother's residence if he was not sleeping there. 
BRYAN indicated he would basically just clean up and go. BRYAN stated sometimes he would 
have a meal but indicated that did not happen very often. I asked BRYAN if he could recall 
whether he had seen BOBBY at the residence on Halloween, 10/31/05. BRYAN stated he could 
not recall if he was even there on Halloween. BRYAN stated it was common to see BOBBY 
because he believed that, at that time, BOBBY was working second shift. 

I asked BRYAN where the computers were located in his mother's house. BRYAN stated he 
had no idea. I asked BRYAN how many computers were at his mother's residence and BRYAN 
had no idea about that either. BRYAN stated, however, he recalled one laptop computer being at 
the residence. 

I asked BRYAN ifhe had been at STEVEN AVERY's bonfire anytime on 10/31/05 and he 
indicated "no." I asked BRYAN if he recalled seeing smoke coming from behind STEVEN's 
garage on 10/31/05 and he indicated he "did not recall." I asked BRYAN if he recalled saying 
that STEVEN seemed odd during the time they were in Crivitz on 11/04/05 through 11/06/05. 
BRYAN indicated it was not unusual for STEVEN to act odd, which he attributed to being 
incarcerated for something he had not done. 

I asked BRYAN about him stating that STEVEN "freaked out" when he heard authorities were 
coming to the cabin in Marinette. BRYAN stated he had no memory of this statement. 
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I asked BRYAN if there was anything he wanted to add to this interview and he indicated he 
could think of anything. The interview terminated at approximately 1030 hours. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Friday, 11/10/17 at 1348 hours, Special Agent JEFF WISCH of the WISCONSIN 
DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION and I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of 
the CALUMET COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) met with SCOTT TADYCH at the 
SUBWAY restaurant located at 219 E. Main Street in Mishicot, Wisconsin. SCOTT identified 
himself to us by his Wisconsin driver license and Special Agent WISCH and I displayed our law 
enforcement credentials to SCOTT. 

SCOTT was asked if he was in any way involved in the homicide of TERESA HALBACH and 
he indicated "No, not at all." SCOTT was specifically asked if he killed anyone, including 
TERESA HALBACH, and his answer was "No." 

SCOTT was asked to review, as best he could, the events of 10/31 /05. SCOTT stated his mother 
had back surgery at AURORA BAY CARE in Green Bay, Wisconsin on that date. SCOTT was 
unsure if the surgery was in the late or early morning. SCOTT stated that after visiting his 
mother, he came to back to his residence at 12764 STH 47 in Mishicot between 2:30 p.m. and 
3:30 p.m., but thought closer to 3:30 p.m. SCOTT stated then he changed into his hunting 
clothes and went hunting. SCOTT went on to indicate that he now thought his mother's surgery 
occurred early to mid-morning on 10/31/05. 

SCOTT stated after hunting he changed out of his hunting clothes and went to pick up his 
girlfriend at the time, how is now his wife, BARBARA. SCOTT stated he and BARBARA then 
went back to the hospital in Green Bay to visit his mother some more. SCOTT indicated that he 
could not recall whether his mother had surgery in the morning or afternoon on 10/31/05. 
SCOTT stated it took approximately 25 to 30 minutes to get from his residence to the hospital in 
Green Bay. 

SCOTT stated the mobile home where he resided at 12764 STH 47 is no longer there. SCOTT 
stated the lady who he rented from had sold the mobile home. 

SCOTT was asked where he was hunting on 10/31/05. SCOTT stated he was hunting in an area 
off of CTH Qin Kewaunee County, near Heidman Lake. SCOTT stated he met BOBBY 
DASSEY on STH 147when he was going toward his hunting area. SCOTT was asked whether 
his mother is still alive and he indicated she is. SCOTT stated her first name is PA TRICIA and 
she lives in the Two Rivers area. SCOTT stated his mother is 71 or 72 years of age. 

I was aware that on 10/24/17, STEVEN AVERY had made phone contact with BARBARA 
TADYCH, at which time, STEVEN referenced SCOTT striking his mother. SCOTT was asked 
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where STEVEN might have gotten the idea that SCOTT struck SCOTT's mother. SCOTT 
indicated he had no idea and it "pisses me the fuck off." SCOTT stated he knew STEVEN 
A VERY for approximately two years before the events of 10/31 /05. SCOTT indicated he had 
not been dating BARBARA very long before 10/31/05. 

SCOTT was asked if he had much contact with STEVEN after STEVEN was incarcerated. 
SCOTT stated STEVEN will call BARBARA, but indicated "not much." SCOTT stated 
BARBARA will talk with STEVEN once in a while. SCOTT stated STEVEN called 
approximately two to three weeks ago. SCOTT stated, since this phone call was made public, he 
has been receiving threats on Facebook, Messenger, and text messages. SCOTT stated these are 
"random people" making threats. SCOTT indicated he lost his temper during the course of the 
conversation and doesn't remember what he exactly said. 

SCOTT indicated that just prior to 10/31/05, he was not at BARBARA's residence a lot and 
thought it was because BARBARA's then husband, TOM JANDA, was still living at the mobile 
home BARBARA owned on the AVERY property. SCOTT stated his relationship with 
BARBARA was kind of hidden. SCOTT stated BARBARA would come to his house more than 
he would go to hers. SCOTT stated he barely knew BARBARA's children at that time. 

SCOTT was asked if he knew or ever met TERESA HALBACH and he denied knowing or 
having ever met her. 

SCOTT was asked how he got along with BRYAN DAS SEY. SCOTT stated he got along good 
with BRYAN at first, but that the relationship began to sour when BRYAN began speaking 
about this matter with Attorney ZELLNER's investigators. SCOTT believed that BRYAN was 
not telling the truth with respect to what he advised ZELLNER's investigators. SCOTT 
described BRYAN as being an "edgy person." SCOTT stated that BRYAN once "threw" 
SCOTT off ofBRYAN's property when SCOTT made comments about some electrical work 
BRYAN was doing. 

SCOTT stated he gets along okay with BOBBY DASSEY. SCOTT stated none of the children 
live with them any longer. 

SCOTT indicated BLAINE now lives in Two Rivers and SCOTT "gets along when we're all 
together." SCOTT stated BRYAN now has BLAINE on BRYAN's side, regarding the events of 
10/31/05. SCOTT stated that BARBARA talks to BOBBY, but she does not speak with either 
BLAINE or BRYAN. SCOTT stated BLAINE and BRYAN do not talk with BARBARA at all. 
SCOTT stated this is difficult because they all work at WOODLAND FACE VENEER. SCOTT 
stated BARBARA works days and BLAINE and BRYAN work second shift. 

SCOTT was asked if he heard anything about other people being involved. SCOTT stated this is 
not something that he talks about with BARBARA or her family. SCOTT was asked how often 
they see BRENDAN. SCOTT stated they visit BRENDAN weekly and sometimes two times per 
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week. SCOTT stated BRENDAN is currently incarcerated at COLUMBIA CORRECTIONAL 
INSTITUTION in Portage. 

SCOTT stated he does not believe BRENDAN is involved at all in the TERESA HALBACH 
matter, but stated STEVEN "that' s a different story." 

SCOTT went on to indicate that STEVEN controlled and ruined the A VERY family life in the 
two years that STEVEN was out of prison. SCOTT stated he does not believe STEVEN's 
brothers are involved. SCOTT was asked if BARBARA was inside or outside her trailer by the 
fire when he picked her up after hunting on 10/31 I l 7. I had pointed out to SCOTT that he had 
given both these versions in statements. SCOTT stated he did not recall whether BARBARA 
was in the house or by the fire when he picked her up after hunting. SCOTT recalled that when 
he and BARBARA came back from visiting his mother, the fire was very big. SCOTT stated he 
observed STEVEN by the fire and another person, who he believed must have been BRENDAN. 
SCOTT stated, at the time he gave the statements to law enforcement, he didn't know the boys 
all that well as he and BARBARA had not been seeing one another very long. 

SCOTT was asked if he ever met or had contact with RY AN HILLEGAS or SCOTT 
BLOEDORN. SCOTT denied knowing or having any contact with either RYAN or SCOTT. 

SCOTT was asked ifhe ever had any direct conversation with BOBBY about what BOBBY saw 
on 10/31/05, regarding TERESA's vehicle. SCOTT stated he did not recall having any such 
direct conversation with BOBBY. SCOTT stated he and BOBBY may have talked, but he does 
not remember. SCOTT stated he does not know if BARBARA talked with BOBBY directly 
about this or not. 

SCOTT was asked if he had done anything that would minimize STEVEN's involvement such as 
"fudging" statements and he indicated that he had not. SCOTT stated when all of this started he 
believed that STEVEN had indicated law enforcement should look at SCOTT. 

SCOTT denied doing anything that would minimize BARBARA's involvement. SCOTT was 
asked about minimizing BRENDAN's involvement and his response was "No, I don't believe 
so." It should be noted, SCOTT indicated he does not believe the text message he received from 
KEVIN RAHMLOW concerning this matter. 

SCOTT was asked if he thought BARBARA would speak with us concerning this matter. 
SCOTT then called BARBARA and at 1427 hours BARBARA arrived at SUBWAY. 
BARBARA identified herself as BARBARA TADYCH. 

BARBARA indicated she has spoken with STEVEN A VERY maybe eight times by phone 
during his incarceration. BARBARA stated she used to visit STEVEN, but was taken off of his 
visitors list. BARBARA stated she is now back on STEVEN's visitors list. 
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BARBARA was asked if she knew she had dialup through AMERICA ONLINE (AOL) during 
October, 2005. BARBARA stated she did not remember if she had AOL dialup or not. 
BARBARA was asked where the computer that they had at the time was kept and she indicated 
it was a tower type computer and she thought it was kept in one of the boys rooms. BARBARA 
believed that it may have been in BOBBY and BRENDAN's room, but she was not positive_ 
BARBARA stated the computer was also left in the living room at one time. BARBARA was 
unsure as to whether the computer had a password. BARBARA stated everyone used the 
computer and her ex-husband, TOM JANDA, was on it "all the time." BARBARA made the 
statement that she never used to lock her house and that anyone could go in there. BARBARA 
was asked if she still had the computer that we were speaking about from 2005 and she indicated 
she did. BARBARA was asked if we could have access to it and she indicated "take it." 

BARBARA stated that it was unknown whether STEVEN would come into her residence while 
she was at work, but she stated STEVEN would just walk into her residence a couple of times 
per week. BARBARA, again, stated STEVEN would just walk in. BARBARA also believed 
that JODI STACHOWSKI was in her house from time to time as BARBARA would notice 
liquor missing. 

BARBARA was asked about BRAD DASSEY's affidavit regarding her asking to have the 
computer reformatted. BARBARA stated this did not take place. BARBARA stated she wanted 
someone to clean her computer, as it was running slow. BARBARA stated she believed this 
conversation took place "way before this," prior to 10/31/05. 

BARBARA remembered BRAD asking her about a password and that he thought he could do it 
at home. BARBARA stated, once again, she never asked BRAD to reformat anything and just 
wanted to make the computer faster. 

BARBARA was asked about her knowledge of any pornography on the computer. BARBARA 
stated she did not download any pornography and did not know of anyone who downloaded 
pornography. BARBARA stated her ex-husband, TOM JANDA, would view pornography and 
he had eight to ten VHS tapes of pornography. BARBARA indicated she never saw TOM view 
pornography on the computer. 

BARBARA stated TOM moved out of the residence on 10/15/05 and went to a residence 
somewhere in Manitowoc. BARBARA stated TOM knew the doors to her residence would be 
unlocked. BARBARA stated TOM was not welcomed on the property by BARBARA, but TOM 
used to visit BARBARA's parents after she and TOM separated. BARBARA also stated that 
TOM would go "up north" with her parents. BARBARA indicated her parents did not like and 
still do not like SCOTT TADYCH. 
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At this time, BARBARA drew a map of the AVERY property, a copy of which can be found 
incorporated in this report. BARBARA was asked about files on the computer titled "TERESA 
HALBACH" and "DNA." BARBARA stated she knew nothing about the files. BARBARA 
stated she had never seen them and had no idea who would have created the files. BARBARA 
denied seeing the page that showed STEVEN and TERESA together. 

BARBARA was asked about the statement that Attorney ZELLNER provided, indicating that 
BOBBY was the only person with access to the computer. BARBARA stated that was not true 
and that anyone who came into their residence would have had access to the computer. 
BARBARA specifically mentioned her sons and TOM JANDA. BARBARA indicated the doors 
to the residence were always unlocked. 

BARBARA was asked if BOBBY accessed the internet. BARBARA stated she was not sure 
how much BOBBY was on the internet, as he worked third shift. BARBARA was asked when 
the family got the computer. BARBARA believed it was sometime between 2002 and 2004, but 
was unsure of exactly when. BARBARA was asked if she could recall when they got AOL 
dialup and she stated she had no memory of having it. BARBARA recalled that the kids would 
get cards that would give them credits to SMS messages. 

BARBARA was asked if she stayed overnight by SCOTT on 10/31/05. BARBARA stated she 
was unsure specifically about 10/31/05, but stated that she would spend a lot of nights at 
SCOTT' s house. BARBARA was asked if she watched Prison Break with SCOTT on 10/31/05. 
BARBARA recalled getting back to the hospital around 8:00 p.m. and then driving over to 
SCOTT' s house to watch Prison Break. 

BARBARA was asked what was going on in the family that would suddenly make STEVEN 
start accusing everyone of doing things. BARBARA stated she did not know. BARBARA 
stated she only knew that STEVEN wants out. BARBARA was asked if STEVEN was involved 
in TERESA HALBACH's death and she stated she did think so, but had no idea as to who might 
be involved. 

BARBARA stated she did not believe SCOTT was involved in this, as she was with him all day. 
BARBARA, at one point during the interview, indicated that she also believed that BRENDAN 
DASSEY was "innocent." 

BARBARA was asked how many times Attorney ZELLNER has been out to the A VERY 
property. BARBARA stated she was unsure of how many times Attorney ZELLNER had been 
at the property and, at this point, SCOTT indicated this is pretty "hush hush." 

I asked BARBARA about what evidence she wanted to provide to Attorney ZELLNER. 
BARBARA stated she wanted to talk to Attorney ZELLNER about KEVIN RAHMLOW. 
BARBARA also indicated that they were asked to provide Attorney ZELLNER with a phone 
number for one of the parents of a young lady named CARMIN BERTWELL (ph), who died 
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from an overdose. BARBARA stated CARMIN was cremated and CARMIN's parents had to 
wait approximately one month to get CARMIN's cremains. SCOTT stated he was asked if he 
would be willing to provide the parents phone number to Attorney ZELLNER. SCOTT also 
indicated that the family was willing to give CARMIN's cremains to Attorney ZELLNER to test 
against what ashes had been recovered. SCOTT indicated the information regarding the ashes 
was "third hand information." BARBARA indicated that she had given the phone number for 
CARMIN's parents to her brother CHUCK, but CHUCK did not pass along the information to 
Attorney ZELLNER. BARBARA stated it was never her intention to "kick Ms. ZELLNER off 
the property," but when Attorney ZELLNER's team found out that BARBARA and SCOTT 
were on their way over, Attorney ZELLNER's team drove off the property. BARBARA and 
SCOTT estimated that there between five and eight cars that they met leaving the property when 
they arrived. 

SCOTT went on to indicate that STEVEN has his family controlled "really bad." BARBARA 
was asked why she thinks Attorney ZELLNER is pointing the finger at BOBBY and SCOTT and 
she indicated she did not know why. BARBARA indicated that she never actually provided any 
evidence to Attorney ZELLNER concerning this matter. 

BARBARA was asked if she had learned anything in the past 12 years that might make her think 
that STEVEN would have had involvement. BARBARA indicated she did not hear anything, 
but SCOTT mentioned a conversation that STEVEN had with BOBBY DASSEY and BOBBY's 
friend, MICHAEL OSMONSON (ph) about helping to hide or move a body. 

It should be noted, I was aware that BARBARA left a message for Attorney ZELLNER on 
10/24/1 7. I asked BARBARA what the content of that message was. BARBARA stated she did 
not remember what was said, but remembered it was an angry message. 

BARBARA was asked what made her move off the AVERY property. BARBARA stated she 
and SCOTT bought a home in 2007. BARBARA also indicated that, at one point, MARK 
WIEGERT and TOM F ASSBENDER had told her that it might be in her and SCOTT's best 
interest to move away. BARBARA stated, as SCOTT did not get along well with her parents, in 
an effort to make things easier she moved out. 

BARBARA was asked what had taken place regarding her family that no one would talk to her 
for four years. BARBARA stated it was "a little bit of everything." BARBARA indicated that 
the trials put a lot of stress on her family. BARBARA was asked why STEVEN seems to control 
her family. BARBARA stated STEVEN has always thought that he was in control of the family. 
BARBARA stated three-quarters of the time she does not listen to what STEVEN has to say. 
SCOTT interjected that STEVEN has always been very controlling individual, even before he 
went to jail the first time. 

BARBARA was asked if there were any favorites of her parents and what the order of favorites 
might be regarding her siblings. BARBARA stated STEVEN and EARL are tied in her parents 
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eyes and then CHUCKY and she is lowest on the order of preference. SCOTT indicated even 
though STEVEN is in prison, his parents are buying him property to live on when he gets out. 
BARBARA indicated she was, at one time, very angry with STEVEN. 

BARBARA went on to indicate that she remembered there was a fire on 10/31/05, as she saw it 
herself. BARBARA could not recall whether it was dark or light at the time she saw the fire. 
BARBARA did not remember whether the fire was present when she and SCOTT left for 
AURORA BAY CARE MEDICAL CENTER, but she remembered seeing it when she came 
back between 8:00 p.m. and 8:15 p.m. BARBARA stated she saw people she identified as 
STEVEN and BRENDAN standing at the fire at this time. 

BARBARA remembered BRENDAN being home when she arrived home from work on 
10/31/05 between 4:50 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. BARBARA stated all her boys were home to her 
recollection. BARBARA stated, to her recollection, BOBBY was laying down, BLAINE was 
getting ready to go trick-or-treating and BRENDAN was playing video games. BARBARA, 
once again, indicated that she believed to have gotten home from the hospital at approximately 
8:00 p.m. BARBARA stated when she arrived home, she believed BOBBY was sleeping and 
thought BRENDAN was outside with STEVEN. BARBARA stated she called STEVEN's cell 
phone and talked with BRENDAN to see if BRENDAN had a coat on. BARBARA also 
indicated she advised BRENDAN, at that time, to be home at a certain time. BARBARA stated 
BRENDAN sounded normal on the telephone. BARBARA stated BRENDAN had not had a 
coat on, but went back home and got one of BARBARA's. BARBARA stated she believed she 
told BRENDAN to be home between 9:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. 

The interviews with SCOTT and BARBARA TADYCH terminated at 1530 hours. 

At 1545 hours on 11/10/05, BARBARA turned over to Special Agent WISCH the tower for the 
computer that we had been previously discussing and Special Agent WISCH provided a receipt 
to BARBARA. The computer tower was collected at the TADYCH's residence located at 12520 
Princl Road in Mishicot. The computer was taken for reasons of possible additional forensic 
examination. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Tuesday, 11/14/17 at 1215 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF' S DEPARTMENT) made contact with a representative of AURORA BAY 
CARE SECURITY in Green Bay, Wisconsin. 

I asked the representative whether there would be any existing video of the parking area or any 
other video from 2005. The representative indicated that no videos exist from 2005, as their hard 
drive records override existing video every couple of months. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Friday, 11/17/17 at 0920 hours, Special Agent JEFF WISCH of the WISCONSIN 
DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS and I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of 
the CALUMET COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) interviewed BOBBY A. DASSEY at 
his residence of 18010 Horse Road in Mishicot, concerning this follow-up investigation. 

BOBBY was advised that he did not have to talk to us and he could cease the interview at any 
time. We asked BOBBY if he would be honest and truthful with us. BOBBY was asked where 
he was hunting in October, 2005. BOBBY stated he was hunting on a property owned by NOLA 
MUELLER (ph). BOBBY stated NOLA also owned the property on which the trailer, occupied 
by SCOTT TADYCH, was located. 

BOBBY stated he was hunting in a deer stand at that time. BOBBY stated in October, 2005 he 
was employed by FISHER HAMIL TON in Manitowoc, working third shift from 2200 hours to 
0600 hours. BOBBY indicated he is now employed at a subsidiary of FEDERAL-MOGUL in 
Manitowoc. 

BOBBY was asked ifhe could describe ifhe met anyone on his way to hunting on 10/31/05, 
while driving on STH 147. BOBBY stated he saw SCOTT TADYCH on STH 147 in the area of 
Jarnbo Creek Road. BOBBY stated there is a large gravel pit in that area. BOBBY stated he met 
SCOTT at approximately 3:00 p.m. BOBBY stated he had permission from NOLA MUELLER 
to hunt on the property behind SCOTT's trailer during October, 2005. 

BOBBY was asked ifhe knew or ever met TERESA HALBACH and he stated "Never." 
BOBBY was asked if he knew TERESA was corning to take photographs on 10/31/05 and he 
stated "Nope." 

BOBBY was asked ifhe had seen TERESA on the AVERY property on 10/31/05. BOBBY 
stated he had seen her. BOBBY stated after he had awoken to go deer hunting, he looked out the 
front window of his mother's, BARBARA JANDA's, residence and saw TERESA's vehicle 
parked opposite to a van that his mother was going to sell. BOBBY described his mother's van 
as being a maroon Dodge Caravan. BOBBY stated the lady got out, started taking pictures and, 
at this point, he got ready to take a shower before hunting. BOBBY stated the lady was alone. 
BOBBY stated he spent a couple of minutes in the shower and then got dressed and looked out 
of his window, again, and saw the lady walking toward STEVEN's trailer. BOBBY stated he 
did not see STEVEN during this encounter. BOBBY stated he spent maybe a couple of seconds 
looking out of the window and during this time she was halfway to STEVEN's trailer. BOBBY 
stated he did not see anyone else in the area other than the lady. BOBBY stated he then went out 
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to his vehicle and he did not see her when he got into his vehicle. BOBBY stated he had no idea 
who she was so he really did not pay a lot of attention. BOBBY stated the vehicle was still there 
when he left to go hunting. BOBBY stated he did not hear anything during the time when he 
was walking to his vehicle. BOBBY indicated he did not see TERESA leave the property. 
BOBBY was asked ifhe ever saw TERESA after he saw her walking toward STEVEN's trai ler 
and he stated he had never seen her after that. BOBBY stated he never saw TERESA leave t he 
property. 

BOBBY then drew a map of the area where he witnessed these events and a copy can be found 
attached to this report. 

BOBBY stated he did not recall seeing anyone when he got home from hunting, but when he left 
to go to work at 2120 to 2125 hours, he saw a fire behind STEVEN's garage and two people 
were standing by the fire. BOBBY indicated he was unsure who these two people were. 
BOBBY was asked ifhe saw TERESA's vehicle when he got back from hunting. BOBBY 
stated her vehicle was gone from the area where he saw it parked earlier when he returned from 
hunting at approximately 5:30 p.m. 

BOBBY was asked ifhe remembered at any time talking to BRYAN DASSEY about TERESA 
leaving. BOBBY stated he never talked with BRYAN about seeing TERESA leave. BOBBY 
stated he never talked with BRYAN at any time about this. BOBBY was asked why BRYAN 
would say something like this and BOBBY responded, "Your guess is as good as mine." 
BOBBY stated he has no idea why BRYAN had stated that he had said this. BOBBY stated he 
never talked to BRYAN about these matters at all. 

BOBBY stated he spoke with his mother about the fact that he had seen someone taking pictures 
of the van. BOBBY stated this was within a day or two of 10/31/05. BOBBY stated he recalled 
asking his mother why she was selling the van, as it was pretty much junk. 

BOBBY was asked if he used the computer and the internet, while he was living at his mother's 
residence. BOBBY stated he did not recall, but stated, "If I did, it wasn't often." Initially, 
BOBBY indicated he did not recall if they had the internet at his mother's residence. BOBBY 
stated the tower computer was the only computer in the residence "I think." BOBBY stated 
everyone was on the computer, but he stated BLAINE and BRENDAN were the main users, as 
they used it for games. BOBBY stated he thought the computer was on a desk in the living room 
at the time. 

BOBBY was asked if he ever downloaded or viewed pornography on his mother's computer. 
BOBBY stated he never downloaded any pornography. BOBBY stated he may have watched 
porn at some point on it, but indicated "I don't know." BOBBY stated there were five guys with 
access to the computer and he doesn't know if they would have downloaded or viewed 
pornography. I asked BOBBY who the fifth person was. BOBBY identified his brothers, 
BLAINE, BRENDAN, BRYAN, himself and TOM JANDA, as being the individuals with access 
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to the computer. BOBBY stated he did not use the computer much, as he was working third shift 
at the time. 

BOBBY was asked where his mother's computer was located in his mother' s residence in 
October, 2005. BOBBY stated he thought it was in the living room. BOBBY was asked if it 
was ever in his bedroom and he stated it was not. BOBBY stated he had a 10'x12' bedroom and 
there was not much room in the bedroom after putting in dressers and beds. BOBBY stated he 
thought he shared the bedroom with his brother, BRYAN. BOBBY stated BRYAN eventually 
moved to the downstairs portion of the residence and this may have taken place before 10/31 / 05. 

I asked BOBBY how he got along with TOM JANDA and he stated he got along with TOM, but 
he did not get along with SCOTT TADYCH at this time. BOBBY stated SCOTT did not like 
kids. BOBBY indicated that he believed TOM JANDA moved out of BARBARA's residence 
sometime in September. BOBBY stated SCOTT TADYCH did not come over to his mother's 
residence very often, but that BARBARA would go to SCOTT' s residence. 

BOBBY was asked if STEVEN had internet at his residence and he indicated he was not certain. 
BOBBY stated he was not at STEVEN's residence that often. 

BOBBY was asked if he knew who created the folder with the page depicting STEVEN and 
TERESA's photographs. BOBBY indicated he knew how to create folders, but he had no idea as 
to who created those folders. BOBBY was specifically asked who created "TERESA" and 
"HALBACH" and "DNA" folders that were on the computer and he stated he had no idea who 
did this. BOBBY was asked if he did it and he indicated, "No." 

BOBBY was asked if he ever hunted on the RADANDT property or gravel pit or in the area off 
Kuss Road in Two Rivers. BOBBY was unfamiliar with where I was talking about when I 
mentioned Kuss Road. I then produced a map that I had from the JOSH RADANDT interview 
and showed him where Kuss Road was located. BOBBY indicated he had never hunted on the 
RADANDT property or in the gravel pit. BOBBY stated he had never hunted on the area off of 
Kuss Road. 

I asked BOBBY ifhe ever met RYAN HILLEGAS and SCOTT BLOEDORN. BOBBY stated 
he had never met RYAN or SCOTT and did not know either of them. 

BOBBY was asked why he and SCOTT TADYCH were being singled out as suspects and he 
indicated "I don't know." BOBBY then indicated he thought it was perhaps because he and 
SCOTT testified at STEVEN's trial. 

I asked BOBBY if he had made anything up or had lied during his testimony. BOBBY stated 
everything he had said was true and he had no reason to lie during the trial. 
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BOBBY was asked ifhe had any opinion on STEVEN's involvement or whether STEVEN h ad 
done this. BOBBY stated in some ways he thinks STEVEN could have done it, but sometimes 
not. BOBBY was asked directly if he had any involvement in the death of TERESA HALBACH 
and he indicated "No." 

BOBBY discussed STEVEN AVERY talking to him and MICHAEL OSMONSEN about the 
disposing of a body. BOBBY stated he had gotten a roadkill deer and the same day he and 
MICHAEL OSMONSEN were in the DASSEY garage skinning the deer out. BOBBY stated 
STEVEN came over and asked if they wanted to dispose of a body. BOBBY stated STEVEN 
was alone when he came over and asked this question. BOBBY stated he thought STEVEN was 
joking around. BOBBY stated this exchange took place in the afternoon hours. BOBBY stated 
he told STEVEN "No" and at that time STEVEN turned around and walked out. BOBBY stated 
STEVEN laughed after making the statement. 

BOBBY stated he learned that same evening that TERESA HALBACH was missing. It should 
be noted, DCI reports showed that BOBBY DASSEY claimed a car kill deer on 11/04/05. 

BOBBY was asked if JODI STACHOWSKI spent any time at his mother's residence and he 
indicated he was not sure. BOBBY stated JODI may have stopped in from time to time. 
BOBBY went on to indicate that he was talking about the day TERESA was reported missing, 
not the day she actually went missing. BOBBY stated, once again, this conversation with 
STEVEN took place prior to seeing any news media coverage of TERESA HALBACH being 
m1ssmg. 

BOBBY indicated there was nothing out of the ordinary about any family members after 
10/31/05. BOBBY indicated that he would tell if he knew of any family member that was 
involved in TERESA HALBACH's murder. BOBBY stated he did not watch MAKING A 
MURDERER, but he did watch a little bit of DR. PHIL concerning the A VERY case. 

BOBBY indicated, "How many people can you blame it on, before you run out of people." 
BOBBY was apparently referring to Attorney ZELLNER'S claims. BOBBY stated he does visit 
his brother, BRENDAN, in prison, but not as much as he would like to. BOBBY stated that he 
does not believe BRENDAN is involved in the homicide and indicated "from day one" 
BRENDAN said that he never did anything. BOBBY indicated BRENDAN stated the 
investigators "got in his head." BOBBY stated this is all BRENDAN ever said about the 
incident. 

Our interview with BOBBY ended at 1010 hours. Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Tuesday, 12/12/17 at approximately 1403 hours, Inspector GREG SCHETTER of the 
MANITOWOC COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT emailed me (Special Inv. JOHN 
DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) copies of the work 
schedules of Sgt. ANDREW COLBURN and Detective JAMES LANK for the month of 
November, 2005. 

This was done, per a request I had made to Inspector SCHETTER. Copies of the schedules can 
be found incorporated in this report. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Sunday, 12/24/17, at 11 :15 p.m., I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) returned a called to SCOTT TADYCH, who had left a 
voicemail message for me to contact him. 

SCOTT had questions for me regarding threats and death threats that he had been receiving 
through Facebook messenger. I advised SCOTT that I felt the best course of action for him 
would be for him to contact the MANITOWOC COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT and 
report these threats to them. SCOTT also wanted to know when he and BARBARA TADYCH 
could anticipate the return of the computer tower that they turned over to Special Agent WISCH 
and I. 

I advised SCOTT that I would check on the status of the computer tower and advise him 
sometime after 01/01/18. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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TYPE OF ACTIVITY: Review of Reports Concerning Teresa Halbach Activity at the 
A very Road Property 

DATE OF ACTIVITY: 12/28/17 

REPORTING OFFICER: Special Inv. John Dedering 

On Thursday, 12/28/17, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY 
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) reviewed WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATIONS (DCI) report 05-1776/2, which showed the activities of TERESA 
HALBACH in regards to photo shoots at the AVERY property. 

The DCI reports showed that TERESA was at the A VERY property to photograph cars on the 
following dates: 

• 06/20/05 
• 08/22/05 
• 08/29/05 
• 09/19/05 (appointment made by Tom Janda) 
• 10/10/05 

There is a receipt showing that TERESA collected payment from STEVEN A VERY in cash, 
however, the receipt is undated. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On 01 /04/18 at 1:49 p.m., I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY 
SHERIFF' S DEPARTMENT) received an email from LARRY LEDVINA, Deputy Inspector for 
the MANITOWOC COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, regarding a records request I 
submitted to their agency. 

I had requested a list of MANITOWOC COUNTY SHERIFF' S DEPARTMENT incidents that 
occurred within one mile of A VERY AUTO SALVAGE from the dates of 10/01/05 through 
11/06/05. 

The report shows that there were a total of six incidents that occurred within one mile of 
A VERY AUTO SALVAGE during those dates. Those incidents included the following: 

Incident# Date Ty[!e of Incident 
2005-00008495 10/22/05 Fire 
2005-00008680 10/28/05 Theft 
2005-00008841 11/03/05 Assist Other Agencies 
2005-00008844 11/03/05 Murder/Non-Negligent 
2005-00008869 11/04/05 Accident Deer PD 
2005-00008883 11/05/05 Assist Other Agencies 

A copy of this email can be found incorporated within this report. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Thursday, 01/18/18, at 1136 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) received an email from Deputy Inspector LARRY 
LEDVINA of the MANITOWOC COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT. 

The email was in response to a request I had made in an attempt to locate any visitor records, or 
recordings of JODI STACHOWSKI from 11/11/05, which would confirm that STEVEN 
AVERY visited JODI STACHOWSKI at the MANITOWOC COUNTY JAIL. 

LED VINA advised that he had checked jail records and no records remained on file from tha t 
time period. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Tuesday, 01/30/18, at 1005 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) interviewed SCOTT BLOEDORN at a coffee shop 
located at 25 S. Pinckney Street, Madison, Wisconsin. 

SCOTT identified himself by his Wisconsin driver license and I presented my law enforcement 
badge to him. 

SCOTT was asked about his employment during October, 2005. SCOTT stated he was 
employed by JACK DIEDRICH CONSTRUCTION in Sherwood. SCOTT stated he worked 
Monday through Friday from 6:45 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. SCOTT stated he was not attending school 
during this period of time. 

I asked SCOTT if he spent the night of 10/30/05 at home. SCOTT stated he believed he did. 
SCOTT stated he was not one for going out on Sundays. SCOTT stated he probably would have 
stayed home and watched the Green Bay Packer game. SCOTT stated he was not 100 percent 
sure of his activities that day. 

SCOTT was asked if TERESA HALBACH spent the evening of 10/30/05 at the residence. 
SCOTT stated he did not know, but thought perhaps she had. 

I asked SCOTT about the Microsoft Outlook calendar that he had located. SCOTT stated he 
recalled it being hung up by the computer. SCOTT stated he did not recall printing it from the 
computer. SCOTT stated he assumed it was TERESA's writing on the calendar. 

SCOTT indicated that he did not know how much TERESA used the Palm Zire 31 that she had. 

I showed SCOTT a photograph of the front ofTERESA's RAV 4 and pointed out the damage to 
the vehicle. SCOTT stated he could not recall any damage to the vehicle and further could not 
recall TERESA mentioning any damage to her vehicle. 

I also asked SCOTT about the missing key fob. SCOTT stated he could not recall anything 
about any key fob. 

SCOTT described TERESA as being very organized. SCOTT stated he was not aware of 
TERESA's day-to-day activities and usually things were not discussed unless they were either 
very unusual or of some importance. SCOTT indicated TERESA's day-to-day activities would 
start normally after SCOTT left for work. SCOTT stated he was unsure if TERESA would have 
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been in and out of the residence during the day, but did state that if TERESA was working h er 
job at AUTO TRADER, her schedule would have allowed her the opportunity to stop in at h ome 
from time to time. 

My interview with SCOTT ended at 1035 hours. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Wednesday, 02/28/18 at 1705 hours, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET 
COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT) returned a voicemail message to BARBARA 
TADYCH. 

BARBARA asked when she could expect the return of the computer tower drive, which she had 
turned over to Special Agent JEFF WISCH of WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATIONS. I advised BARBARA that I did not know for certain, but would get an 
answer for her. 

During that conversation, I questioned BARBARA about the bedroom arrangements for her four 
sons, BRENDAN, BRIAN, BLAINE and BOBBY DAS SEY. During the review of my notes~ I 
realized I had placed one son in both bedrooms. During a later conversation with BARBARA on 
Monday, 05/14/18 at approximately 1900 hours, she indicated that to the best of her recollection, 
BLAINE and BRENDAN shared a room, BOBBY had one room to himself, and BRYAN was in 
a room in the basement. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Thursday, 04/05/18, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY 
SHERIFF' S DEPARTMENT), along with Special Agent JEFF WISCH of WISCONSIN 
DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS returned the computer tower drive to 
SCOTT TADYCH at his residence. 

TADYCH signed a DCI Property Receipt form for the computer. TADYCH was then provided 
with a copy of the receipt and Special Agent WISCH retained the original copy for his file . 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On Thur day, 04/05/18, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY 
HERIFF 'S DEPARTMENT), along with Special Agent JEFF WISCH of WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL rNVESTIGATIONS returned the computer tower drive to 
SCOTT TADYCH at his residence. 

TADYCH signed a DCI Property Receipt form for the computer. TADYCH was then provided 
with a copy of the receipt and Special Agent WISCH retained the original copy for his file. 

Investigation continues. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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On 07/ 19/18, I (Special Inv. JOHN DEDERING of the CALUMET COUNTY SHERJFF'S 
DEPARTMENT) made phone contact with PAIGE KLEIN, an employee at the MISHICOT 
SCHOOL DISTRICT office. 

The purpose of my request was to obtain a Mishicot school calendar for the 2005-2006 school 
year, as well as attendance records of BLAINE DAS SEY for the week of 04/ 17/06 through 
04/21 /06. Klein sent me an "Open Record Request form," which I completed and returned to 
her, via e-mail. The original request is incorporated in this report. 

I receive the requested documents, via e-mail , which were then forwarded to Attorney THOMAS 
FALLON. Copies of the requested documents can also be found incorporated in this report. It 
should be noted, the attendance record received from Klein contained highlighted areas. 

Special Inv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriffs Dept. 
JD/ab 
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n Tuesday. 08/21118, I (Special In v. JOHN DEDER1NG of the CALU MET COUNTY 
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l IERlFF ' DEPARTM ENT) received an e-mail from THOMAS FALLON concerning a 
portion of my report, specificall y whether TERESA HALBACH's RAV 4 was equipped with 
keyle sentry. 

FALLON advised that he had received information that a citizen named BRENDA SCHULER 
re earched the subj ect of keyless entry and learned that 1999 Toyota RAV 4 's did not offer 
keyless entry as an option. However, in my interview with ANGI E KOLLOSO, she advised that 
the vehicle in question was equipped with keyless entry. 

On Wednesday, 09/05/18 at 1300, I made contact with TOYOTA NORTH AMER1CA, located 
in Plano, Texas. The representative in which I had spoken with had researched the YfN from 
HALBACH's vehicle and determined that this vehicle was not equipped from the factory with 
keyless entry. The representative further stated that keyless entry was not a factory option for 
the 1 999 model year. 

I believe I associated the term "power door locks" (a feature that HALBACH 's vehicle did have) 
with the keyless entry. HALBACH 's 1999 Toyota RAV 4 did not come from the factory with 
keyless entry. 

Special lnv. John Dedering 
Calumet Co. Sheriff's Dept. 
JD/ab 




